
Charlie Kartchner

Director, The New York Coin Center

Earliest known adopter, supporter and advocate of NewYorkCoin 
(NYC). An original NYC miner in 2014, webmaster at newyorkcoin.net 
and founder of The New York Coin Center in lower Manhattan. 

Proud father of 3 USAG Champion gymnasts. Prior professional 
experience in real estate, general contracting, international 
import/export, networks and SEO/internet. 

Lifetime entrepreneur and rebel!

MEET NYC

retail use crypto

Founder and Director, The New York Coin Center

Earliest known supporter and advocate of NewYorkCoin (NYC)
decentralized, open-source, original blockchain cryptocurrency.

Prior professional experience as a Systems Support Analyst at 
food.com headquarters in San Francisco, licensed Real Estate
Broker at Coldwell Banker in Northern California, licensed General
Contractor and Residential Home Builder (various States). 
Proud father of 3 (Christian, Sean and Payton Kartchner).

Administers Original NewYorkCoin websites and social channels.

Proud father of 3 (Christian, Sean and Payton Kartchner).
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New York Coin is a lightning-fast, no fee version of Litecoin since 2014

RETAIL CRYPTO



1. Earliest known miner (discovered NYC one week after launch)

2. Created newyorkco.in website in March 2014 to promote, support and provide access to core wallets, active mining pools, 
accurate coin stats, exchanges, etc.

3. First supporter to understand and explain the usability and desirability of a fast block time and zero fees (except for core 
wallets created by new "Community" devs). RETAIL CRYPTO. Lightning-fast and completely FREE since March 2014.

4. Created social channels and bitcointalk forum pages in April 2014 to promote and raise awareness of NYC.

5. Requested CoinMarketCap add NYC in 2014. The earliest lightning-fast, no fee crypto in existence.

6. Created hip New York City image for NYC Coin and ensured NYC had a worldwide base of supporters & miners before 
stepping away from project at the end of 2014.

7. Revived NYC in summer 2017 after languishing with no website, no promotion, no awareness for years. Registered original 
dev website nycoin.net and newyorkcoin.net. Started new bitcointalk forum page and rallied supporters to restart mining pools, 
sync network, publish original core wallets, etc.

8. Procured NYC listing on Yobit. And warned investors to immediately remove all funds from Coingather weeks before 
Coingather vanished with Billions of NYC.

9. Compensated intermediaries and business owners to begin accepting NYC as payment for goods and services.

10. Procured NYC integration onto Coinomi mobile wallet. #1 Rated Altcoin Wallet for Years!

11. Sole promoter/administrator of all NYC marketing during price explosion to $125,000,000 USD in Jan 2018.

12. Promoted NYCoin at 2017 Macy*s Thanksgiving Day Parade.

13. Organized 1st NYCoin meetup at Washington Square Park. Attended in the audience by our infamous camera-smiling 
wannabe Mr. Burrell, Jr.

14. Procured and operated The New York Coin Center located at 167 Mott Street, NY, NY for 6 months during 2018.

15. Exhibited and participated in live presentations about NYCoin at numerous crypto conferences in and around New York City.

16. Procured NYC listings at STEX, Tokok, Folgory, Vindax and HodlHodl exchanges.

17. Procured NYC integration at Chainz CryptoID.

18. Maintained control of all original websites and official social channels. Warned supporters about nefarious intent of new 
"Community" leadership.

19. Ensured NYCoin stood the test of time and didn't fade away like SO MANY other altcoins. The Pioneer of NYC, still at the 
helm over 6 years later. 

20. Ensured NewYorkCoin will ALWAYS be available for future generations to discover. And learn about the rich and intriguing 
history, trickery and struggle of an original altcoin in the emerging new asset class of digital, decentralized cryptocurrency.
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